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The practice circulars regulating the sale of fi rst-

hand properties came into effect on 14 May 

2010. Through its compliance inspections, the EAA 

has found that most estate agents are observing 

the new regulations. 

From the date the new guidelines took effect until 

31 August, the EAA conducted a total of 469 

inspections at 26 first-sale sites. EAA Director of 

Operations Mr Anthony Wong said, “Since the 

guidelines took effect, estate agents’ order at fi rst-

sale sites has generally been good. The EAA found 

only one estate agency practitioner intercepting 

vehicles to solicit business and fi ve practitioners not 

wearing Estate Agent Cards or staff cards.” 

Mr Wong added that the regulation requiring the 

appointment of a controller to oversee staff at 

first-sale sites had been effective. According to 

the regulation, estate agencies have to assign a 

controller (who must hold an estate agent’s licence) 

to monitor staff deployed to the sales sites and to 

be accountable for staff non-compliance. 

The EAA consolidated a number of practice 

circulars on the promotion of fi rst-hand properties 

under different topics and incorporated new 

informat ion into them. The three resul tant 

circulars cover maintaining order at first-sale 

sites, practitioners’ conduct in first-sale activities 

and providing property information on first-sale 

developments. 

In addition, the EAA reviewed and consolidated 

the code of conduct which developers expect of 

estate agencies and practitioners in fi rst sales. This, 

together with suggestions on the effective control 

of frontline estate agents, has been shared with 

parties concerned in the form of a set of reference 

materials. In the past two months, Mr Wong 

approached a total of eight developers in order 

to learn more about their sales arrangements and 

introduce to them the above-mentioned reference 

information. The response of the developers was 

positive and four developers have already made 

reference to the EAA’s suggestions on maintaining 

sales order at fi rst-sale sites.
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